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What Is SquidDogs?
SquidDogs is a DeFi gaming studio with
a mission to produce high-quality playto-earn games. Unlike many players in
the GameFi space, SquidDogs’ focus is
on delivering value-driven products that
build a lasting and engaged community.

What is GameFi?
GameFi is the next stage of evolution in
the world of online gaming and
combines aspects of DeFi, NFTs, and
blockchain ledger technology into a
single experience.
The most defining feature of the GameFi phenomenon is its play-to-earn (P2E) aspect, which
gives players ownership of all digital resources and assets they obtain while gaming. These
assets can then be traded and sold for stable coins and other digital assets, providing a
mechanism through which users can earn an income just by playing the game.
Because of this decentralized ownership model, P2E games have the potential to generate
significantly more value than what’s currently available in the realm of traditional online gaming.
What’s more, GameFi is quickly becoming one of the most tangible aspects of the Web 3.0
ecosystem.

Why SquidDogs?
In August of 2021, the popular P2E platform Axie Infinity demonstrated the economic viability of
GameFi by generating over 120,500 Ether in revenue. In hopes of taking advantage of this
emerging trend, the market became flooded with new P2E games.
While some of these games were able to generate impressive gains for early investors, most
were designed to capitalize on hype with no intention of building value-driven P2E products.

This is where SquidDogs is different.
SquidDogs is dedicated to delivering quality blockchain-backed games that follow a Fun First
philosophy.
The studio has also positioned itself as a SaaS provider by giving other DeFi organizations
access to its game design and development resources for a price.
Not only do these strategic partnerships provide the studio with an alternative revenue stream,
but they help increase the reach of the SquidDogs platform by tapping into already assembled
DeFi communities.
At the time of writing, SquidDogs has one game in post-development and several other ongoing
projects in development.

Projects – SquidDogs Arcade
The bread and butter of the studio will be it’s immersive and diverse arcade. Whether it’s
snackable mini-game style games, full blown beat-em-up adventures, or SquidDogs inspired
versions of classics, the arcade aims to be a revolution of fun first blockchain gaming that will
include a game for any type of gamer, while creating new types entirely. Future partnerships will

also have the opportunity to integrate their token mascots and native tokens into the arcade,
bringing the crypto community together with gaming and sustainability.

Honkler’s Revenge - Beta
Honkler’s Revenge, the first installment
of the arcade, is a classic beat 'em upstyle action game. The game follows
Agent Honkler and his squad memeteam-six, as they battle the evil Lord
Cybog and his legion of MK-Ultra’d
normies and minions.
The game features P2E mechanics,
rewarding players points for every
minion they defeat. With each wave of
minions they defeat, the subsequent
waves grow larger and larger. Honkler’s
Revenge already supports several
SquidDogs-affiliated projects, allowing
holders of these tokens to earn in their
native token.
Tops scores are recorded on a
leaderboard, with head-to-head gameplay being a development focus in the near future.

SquidDogs Casino – In Development
In an effort to bring provably fair gaming to the masses, SquidDog studios is developing its very
own crypto casino, which rewards not only holders for holding, but players for playing.
Along with classic casino games like Poker, Blackjack, and slots, the platform will include a VIP
section and use the studio’s native token for all in-game transactions.

$SQDDOGS Token
$SQDDOGS is the native token of the SquidDogs Studio ecosystem. The ERC-20 token will
serve as the in-game currency for all SquidDogs products and provide holders with exclusive
benefits.
In the future, the studio plans to give large stakeholders of $SQDDOGS access to API and
development tools.

Tokenomics
Ticker: $SQDDOGS
Contract Address: 0x05932d6a006b7d5c7ee3123b074febbae841df2b
Total Supply: 800 quintillion
Liquidity Lock: 6 Months - 1 year
Transaction Fee: 10% (1% redistribution, 1% liquidity, 8% tax)
1% Redistribution
The 1% redistribution provides investors with an incentive to hold $SQDDOGS, even if they
don’t interact with the SquidDogs Studios ecosystem. This redistribution feature also offers
holders - big and small - access to passive income.
1% Liquidity
1% from each transaction is automatically deposited into the liquidity pool (LP). Not only does
this ensure there’s always sufficient liquidity to process transactions, but a healthy LP can help
protect $SQDDOGS from massive price swings caused by small buy/sell orders.

8% Development Tax - 0x0d51d9b9f87f822414f1059dd310be83e545a8aa
8% Development Tax offsets early costs with running and maintaining the platform until all
aspects have been implemented. At which point taxes can be looked at from a community
standpoint.

Why Ethereum?
Whether it be Dapps, DEXs, or NFT market places, Ethereum is still the most widely used smart
contract network in operation and the ecosystem facilitates well over 1 million DeFi transactions
per day.
While its main competition, Binance Smart Chain, does have lower transaction speeds, the
network is significantly less centralized, which goes against many of the core principles of
SquidDogs.
Moreover, the team believes that the release of Ethereum 2.0 and its introduction of Shard
Chains will solve many of the current scalability issues.
Potential investors who want to participate in the SquidDogs ecosystem but can’t afford the gas
fees will be able to join in on the fun using one of SquidDogs’ DeFi partners, and future free to
play arcade options in order to better onboard gamers into the crypto space

Leadership & Team
Brandon Logan (Wut) - Lead Dev
Wut holds a bachelor's degree in programming and game design, a field he worked in for over 8
years. Before starting SquidGames studio, Wut served as the lead solidity dev for Koromaru Inu
and was one of the founding developers of Capitol (CPTL).

Chad Pfister (Chad Honkler) – Art Director & Game Designer
Before joining SquidDogs, Chad worked as a senior production artist for mobile game studios
and has provided art for popular titles like Family Guy: The Quest for Stuff, Shop Heroes 2, and
Miscrits: World of Adventure/Miscrits: Volcano Island. Chad also has over 6 years of experience
investing in cryptocurrency and has held development responsibilities on several other DeFi
related projects. Mr. Pfister also has a bachelors degree in game design.

Jacob Rogers (Jacob) – Marketing & Sales Lead
Jacob brings over 10 years of marketing, sales, and crypto experience to the project. Before
joining SquidDogs, Jacob was part of the HOGE dev team where he helped grow the token pver
100x.

Anthony Audette (7th7andwhich/AJ) - Unity Developer & Systems Analyst
AJ’s background is in systems analysis, a topic he studied at BCIT. Before SquidDogs, A.J
worked in game design and development, assuming roles that ranged from operations to unity
developer. He’s also well-versed in Agile, and has extensive experience operating as a SCRUM
master.

Stefan Negruti (Jteff/Glyph) – Lead Audio Engineer
Nick – Senior Engineer & Designer
Lemon Sprinkles – Senior Lead Data Analyst
Specializing in synergy, Sprinkles helps to unpack the quick win, with startup needs as well as
sustainability in mind. Always minding the pain points, he delivers a positive customer journey
using holistic yet logistical methods, with an emphasis on the mantra "content is king."

Ryan (Funzo) – Lead 3D Designer
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No part of this document should be construed as financial advice, nor as a
guarantee of the future performance for SquidDogs or any other investment
mentioned herein. Cryptocurrencies are extremely speculative and are
subject to powerful market forces and fluctuations outside of the control of
the SquidDogs Studios team. These include but are not limited to
macroeconomic trends and governmental regulations. No one affiliated with
this whitepaper or with SquidDogs Studios assumes responsibility for the
performance of your asset, for the delivery of tokens to your wallet, nor for
the security of your wallet. It is your responsibility to take all necessary
security precautions when purchasing cryptocurrencies.

Nothing is out of our reach.
Have fun, and thank you for playing.
SquidDogs Studios Team, 2022

